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Collision-induced absorption (CIA) is the phenomenon that light is absorbed through the
interaction between colliding molecules, even for transitions that are forbidden for the
isolated molecules. CIA contributes to the atmospheric heat balance and is important for
the electronic excitations of O2 that are used for remote sensing. Moreover, absorption
by O2−O2 pairs has been proposed as a biomarker to be observed in exoplanetary transit
spectra.

The absorption spectra of the X 3Σ−
g → a 1∆g and X 3Σ−

g → b 1Σ+
g electronic transitions

in O2 are extremely weak, since these transitions are electric-dipole forbidden by both
spin and spatial selection rules. Important additional absorption is induced by collisions
with N2 and O2. We computed the O2−O2 and O2−N2 CIA spectra by ab initio elec-
tronic structure calculations of the relevant ground and excited state interaction poten-
tials and the transition dipole moment functions, followed by diabatization and quantum
mechanical scattering calculations [1,2,3]. We unambiguously identified the underlying
mechanisms, which —contrary to textbook knowledge— are shown to depend explicitly
on the collision partner: N2 or O2. This explains experimentally observed qualitative dif-
ferences between O2−O2 and O2−N2 collision-induced spectra in the overall intensity, line
shape, and vibrational dependence of the absorption spectrum. Moreover, we provided
explicit analytical expressions for the spectral line shape depending on the underlying
mechanism, which can be applied in the calibration of satellite spectrometers that probe
various greenhouse gases or pollutants in the atmosphere [4].
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